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Solar Energy Conversion: Relaxation by phonons
Loss at low energies:
no absorption below E(gap)

E

phonons

Loss at high energies:
electron that absorbed a
high energy photon E>E(gap)
relaxes to E~E(gap) by
emitting phonons

DOS
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Solar Energy Conversion: Relaxation by excitons
Keep energy of high energy
photons in electronic sector:

E

Relaxation by Multiple Exciton
Generation:
mb 	

Coulo
n
actio
inter

DOS

Photo-excited first exciton
relaxes by exciting second
exciton instead of phonons
X->XX process needs to be
faster than e-ph relaxation
Max efficiency:
44% 1 Sun
(Klimov 2005)
70% 1000 Sun (Nozik 2013)
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prebreakdown region uncertain. By using freshly
etched and carefully electroded samples, it is
possible to avoid these difficulties. In addition, ‘the
above “space charge” effects are not observed when
separate current and voltage probes are used.

the order of 1. From the plot we see that the
concentration of free charge carriers increases in
the same way as the current when the sample
breaks down. This is obviously the most direct
evidence for the increase of charge carrier concentration at breakdown. In Figs. 11 and 12 the

Multiple Exciton Generation - 1957

MECHANISM

FOR

BREAKDOWN

Since experimentally it is possible to rule out
the breakdown
can be
surface phenomena,
J. Phys. Chem. Solids.
Pergamon Press 1957. Vol. 2. pp. l-23.
regarded as a bulk phenomenon involving either
an increase in the concentration of the free charge
carriers or an increase in the mobility of the
IMPACT
OF IMPURITIES
IN GERMANIUM*
charge
carriers. IONIZATION
From Hall effect measurements,
it
can be readily demonstrated that the breakdown
N. SCLAKt
ANDin E. BIJKSTBIN
mechanism involves predominantly
an increase
free charge concentration.
In States
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Abstract-The
low-temperature
electrical breakdown effect in germanium
is investigated
experimentally as a function of the temperature, magnetic field, background radiation, Vtype and
volt
concentration of impurities, geometry, surface effects and the orientation of the specimens.
A
11.toThe
mobility
breakdown.
study is also made of the time dependence. The effect isFIG.
shown
involve
charge in
carrier
multiplica-After the sample
breaks
down,
the
mobility
is
of applied
tion which is attributed to the impact ionization of impurities by free charge carriers. independent
A mean
voltage.
value theory is developed for the critical breakdown field which yields E, = 2c//.1
[(71/2kT)-1]
*
where c is the velocity of sound, p is the mobility of the carriers, I is the ionization energy of the
impurities and y is a factor which corrects for the fact that electrons with energy higher than
the mean value initiate the breakdown. The data are shown to be in substantial agreement with
this theory. The framework for the more rigorous transport theory is outlined and used to compute
rise and decay times for the breakdown, which are consistent with the experimental observations.

“Impact Ionization” has ~1%
efficiency in bulk (Sclar 1957)

INTKODUCTION

The experimental data to be presented are concerned with the reversible nondestructive breakACCORDING to semiconductor
theory,
in the
A
Z
down effect which occurs at relatively low fields4	

 at
absence of radiation and for a nondegenerate
FIG. 10. The Hall effect in breakdown. The concentraspecimen, germanium should become an insulator
a low8 temperature
in germanium. This effect has
0.4
tion of free carriers and the measured current show the
been studied as a function of geometry of specias its temperature approaches absolute zero. By
same dependence on applied voltage. This indicates that
0.2
treatment, magnetic field, temperaraising
the temperature,
we are
to excite
freecon- men, %surface
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Multiple Exciton Generation
To save the exciton generation from the jaws of electron-phonon interaction:

“We’re

going to need a bigger Coulomb interaction”

In nanoparticles electrons cannot avoid each other: screening is
reduced, Coulomb interaction enhanced (Nozik 2001-2004)
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MEG in Nanoparticles: The Discovery
Klimov, Schaller (2004) pump & probe:
Quantum Yield (QY=#(electrons)/photon) up to 700%
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MEG: Consensus Status (in solutions)
Beard (2011):
MEG is certainly present in NPs, albeit with lower efficiency

tive indices).
bandgaps near 0.72 eV (Fig. 3A). The best
In the UV-visible spectral region of most in- vice measured had a peak EQE of 107.5 T 0.6
terest, the modeled reflectance (Fig. 2, dashed which increased to 114 T 1% with the appl
black)
and the
measured
reflectance (brown) agree
tion of a 70-nm
film of cell:
MgF2 to act as an a
MEG
first
implemented
in working
solar
very REPORTS
well and are fairly insensitive to QD and reflection coating on the glass. Of the 18 dev
Dec. 2011 the limited absorption
ZnO layer thicknesses because in this region the made,
all achieved
EQE
values over 95%
of the monolayer of
QDs.
Similarly, MEG has been invoked as an explanation for
increased ultraviolet
(UV) responsivity
photons are all absorbed within 50 to 100 nm of 15
exhibited
EQE
greater than 100%. The m
in PbS QD photoconductors (13) measured unPeak
External
Photocurrent
Quantum
der a large externaluncertainty
bias. However, showingranged
an
the ZnO/QD interface. We show how the IQE surement
from T0.6 to T
EQE greater than 100% without an applied bias
MEG athas the
remainedpeak.
an open challenge.
EQE is a
and Efficiency
calculated RExceeding
vary in fig. 100%
S4 forvia
different
TheThevariations
result from slig
spectrally resolved photocurrent measured una Quantum
Cell by nor- different
der zero external bias
and represents
the ratio of
layerinthicknesses.
TheDot
IQE Solar
is determined
film
thicknesses,
degree of ligand
photocarriers collected by an external circuit to
Octavi E. Semonin,1,2 Joseph M. Luther,1 Sukgeun Choi,1 Hsiang-Yu Chen,1 Jianbo Gao,1,3
Arthur J. Nozik,1,4* Matthew C. Beard1*

the number of incident photons at a given wavelength. This includes those photons that never
reach the active layer due to reflection and absorption by inactive layers, so an EQE greater
than 100% implies an IQE (restricted to photons
Bandgap:
absorbed by the active
layer) that is possibly even
greater. Here, we demonstrate a peak EQE as high
0.72 eV
as 114 T 1% in a PbSe QD solar cell, providing
definitive proof that MEG 0.83
occurs ineV
QDs.
Our approach toward this demonstration has
0.98 eV
been to form arrays of all-QD absorber layers
that can be incorporated into suitable solar cell
architectures such as Schottky barriers and p-n
planar heterojunctions (used in this study). The
assembly of the QD layer must address a multitude of issues resulting from the synthetic techniques used to produce the colloidal QDs before
deposition. Long-chain organic ligands, such as
oleic acid, are used in the synthesis of PbSe
QDs to control growth kinetics, allow for stable
colloidal dispersions, and passivate surface states
through their metal-ligand chemistry. However,
when present in QD films, they create a large
barrier to electronic transport. Therefore, these
ligands must be removed while maintaining or
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Fig. 3. (A) EQE peaks for 18 independent
devices made with QD bandgaps
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conversion efficiency by channeling excess photon energy normally lost to heat into
usable free energy (1). One approach that has
received considerable attention involves using
quantum dots (QDs) to harvest that excess energy as additional charge carriers via multiple exciton generation (MEG) (2). A similar process
occurs within bulk semiconductors (impact ionization); however, it requires 7 eV (180 nm) photons to produce one extra carrier in silicon (3)
and therefore is incapable of impacting solar cell
technologies. MEG has been shown to occur in
isolated PbSe QDs at about twice the efficiency
(4) observed in bulk PbSe, demonstrating that
quantum confinement can increase the efficiency of the primary conversion step from a highenergy photon to multiple charge carriers (5–7).
These studies used ultrafast transient absorption spectroscopy (TAS) to infer the number of

external bias and under 1-sun solar intensities
have been important research goals.
Two recent reports have shown progress
toward these goals. Sambur et al. reported an
internal quantum efficiency (IQE) greater than
100% in a photoelectrochemical cell consisting
of a monolayer of PbS QDs strongly coupled to
an atomically flat anatase surface (12), although
the external quantum efficiency (EQE) and power
conversion efficiency (PCE) were small due to

140

Good

PCE (%)

T

hird-generation solar energy conversion

90 strategies attempt to improve the overall

EQE > 100%:

Internal Quantum Efficiency (%)

produces twoBandgap:
or more electron-hole pairs. Here, we report on photocurrent enhancement arising from
120
MEG in lead selenide (PbSe) QD-based solar cells, as manifested by an external quantum efficiency
0.73 eV
(the spectrally resolved ratio of collected charge carriers to incident photons) that peaked at 114 T 1%
0.72TheeV
in the best device measured.
associated internal quantum efficiency (corrected for reflection
110
and absorption losses) was 130%. We compare our results with transient absorption measurements
0.71 eV
of MEG in isolated PbSe QDs and find reasonable agreement. Our findings demonstrate that MEG
charge carriers can be AR
collected
in suitably designed QD solar cells, providing ample incentive to better
coated
understand MEG within isolated and coupled QDs as a research path to enhancing the efficiency
100
of solar light harvesting technologies.

nsity (mA/cm2)

External Quantum Efficiency (%)

exciton generation (MEG) is a process that can occur in semiconductor nanocrystals, or B
A Multiple
160
quantum dots (QDs), whereby absorption of a photon bearing at least twice the bandgap energy

0.72 eV

4

h ν / Eg

5

sizes. We plot the p
cell (estimated at ~1

MEG: Absolute vs. Relative Energy scales
* Threshold energy bad: Eg is larger in NPs, so on absolute energy
scales NP solar cells absorb smaller fraction of solar spectrum
* Coulomb strength -> Conversion efficiency enhanced: MEG more
efficient in NPs than in bulk when gap increase is made implicit by
plotting MEG on relative energy scale E/Eg

QCD - The Quantum Confinement Dilemma
in Nanostructured Solar Cells

Negatives:
Decreasing size
increases gap,
charge localization

Decreasing size enhances MEG but introduces negatives

Positives:
Decreasing size
increases Coulomb, MEG
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Transcending QCD
in Nanostructured Solar Cells

Negatives:
Decreasing size
increases gap,
charge localization

Transcendent factors:
Preserve positives, suppress negatives

Positives:
Decreasing size
increases Coulomb, MEG
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The Solar Collaborative at UC Davis/UCSC
1. To transcend QCD
2. To concentrate on non-toxic and earth abundant Si, Ge
MEG primarily demonstrated with toxic materials PbSe
Experiment:
S.Kauzlarich – synthesize Si, Ge NPs
D.Larsen
– characterize NPs with photoluminescence/transmission
S.Carter
– assemble NPs into working solar cells
Theory:
G.Galli
F.Gygi
A.Gali
D.Rocca
M.Voros
S.Wippermann
I. Carbone

Observing Multiple Exciton Generation
in a Functioning Solar Cell

Carter lab: EQE>100% in working solar cell
Optimized cell performance not by the use of
hydrazine, but by varying the composition
PbSxSe1-x.

Transcending QCD
in Nanostructured Solar Cells
Transcendent factors:
preserve positives, suppress negatives
1. Surface reconstruction of nanoparticles
2. Shape engineering of nanoparticles: from dots to rods
3. Exotic core phase nanoparticles
4. Charge separation, transport and extraction

Theory Infrastructure

Structure

One particle
energies

Optical
absorption

Multiple
Exciton
Generation

Transport:
band-alignment
charging energy
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1. Surface Reconstruction Reduces the Gap

Surface reconstruction reduces gap by >10%	

NanoLetters 2009
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Transcendence: Reconstruction compensates gapenhancement, preserves enhanced Coulomb strength	


Decreasing size

Quantum confinement
enhances the gap in
unreconstructed NPs

Reconstruction

Reconstruction
- compensates gap enhancement
FIG.
2. (a) Impact ionization rate
FI
- preserves enhanced Coulomb/MEG
d=2.0 nm
nanoparticle with
and wit
d=
Phys. Rev. B, 2013
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tion. Enhancement in the (b) triontio
d
due to surface reconstruction for the
du

2. Shape engineering
Klimov 2012
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2. Lowering Shape Symmetry Reduces the Gap

Lots of transitions are forbidden by symmetry-driven
selection rules
Lowering symmetry of nanoparticles allows more
transitions: nanorods show MEG at lower energies	

Gali, Kaxiras, Zimanyi, Meng, Phys. Rev. B 2010 19	


3. Exotic Core Phase Si/Ge NPs:
3.1. Reduce
Gap by using Bulk-Gapless Phases
Non-diamond
Si nanoparticles

Looking for multiple exciton generation in embedded nanoparticles

Si28 β-tin (Si-II)

Si34 R8 (Si-XII)

EG = 3.4eV

EG = 2.42eV

EG = 0.4eV
(passivation issue)

Si35 (Si-I)
EG = 3.01eV

Si36 hex. dia. (Si-IV)
Motivation

Problem

Si34 BC8 (Si-III)
Current Progress

EG = 2.49eV
Summary

11/14

Wippermann, Voros, Gali, Rocca, Zimanyi, Galli Phys. Rev. Lett. 110, 04680420(2013)
	


Looking for multiple exciton generation in embedded nanoparticles

3.1. Gap reduction in BC8/Si-III

Gap vs. NP-diameter

BC8/Si-III is gapless in the bulk
21	


[nm]
Motivation

Problem

Current Progress

Summary

12/14

Phase 0.9
cd
BC8
hd
Ibam
R8
bct
ST12

3.1. Comparison of LDA and GW

22	


FIG. 2 (color online). Electronic gaps of hydrogenated Si
nanocrystals as a function of the nanoparticle (NP) diameter
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3.2. Transcendence: Exotic phases reduce gap in Ge
nanoparticles, while preserving enhanced MEG
absolute energy

relative energy

actual the MEG transition. In what follows, we compute and analyze the rate of this MEG transition. We
calculated the probability per unit time of the impact
ionization process Γ(E) according to Eq. 1.
We emphasize here that, in analogy to the analysis
of the absorption spectrum, the calculation of the MEG
rates is imperative, as lower gaps do not necessarily translate into large MEG rates. Indeed, Γ(E) is governed by
the DOS of bi-excitons instead of the singe particle DOS,
Exotic
phase
moreover, the
Coulomb
matrix element is capable of suppressing transitions
because
reduces
gap of selection rules restrictions.
We further recall that the competing factors of the
QCD are the quantum confinement advantageously enhancing the effective Coulomb interactions while disadvantageously enhancing the gap. Our study of the electronic states in Section 1 established that switching to
exotic core phases can advantageously lower the gap in
Ge NPs. However, using these core phases will qualify as
FIG.
6. Size
dependence
of the
the phase
single-particle-averaged
imExotic
core
a genuine
improvement
of
QCD
only NPs:
if this advantage
pact ionization rate for Ge NPs with different phases.
does not come at the price of enhancing the gap.47 We

Gap/MEG onset reduced
in BC8 and ST12
the single-particle-averaged
ionization rates Γ(E)
relative toimpact
diamond

note that the rate is plotted on an absolute energy scale: while
within
one phase
largest
has the
highest
To isolate
thetheeffect
of nanoparticle
the exotic core
phases
onimthe
pact
ionization
rate,
even
the
smallest
BC8
nanoparticle
wins
effective Coulomb interactions, in Fig. 6(a) we plotted
over diamond one.

as a function of the energy E/Eg of the initial exciton in
units IV.
of theSUMMARY
gap. Remarkably,
ST12 exotic core NP
AND the
CONCLUSIONS
has a higher Γ(E) than the cubic diamond core NPs for
the largest diameter. Since the ST12 core NPs also had
In conclusion, we performed density functional theory
a gap lower than the CD NPs at diameters below 2.5nm,
based calculations of the electronic, absorption and MEG
we conclude that changing to ST12 exotic core NPs from

ST12 preserves
enhances MEG

Exotic core phase NPs:
Coulomb/MEG enhancement
preserved in ST12, when gap
scaled out by switching to
23	

relative energy scales E/Eg
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peakpeak
intensities
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depth).
A disordered
surface
layer withcom1%
small
of silicon
polymorphs
is generated
sizable shift. Finally, th
1(c)).dification
N2:Si,volume
SF
3 and 354 cm!1 (Fig. tively
6:Si, and Se:Si
paredthan
to Si-I.
III generated was estim
a Si-XII/Si-III ratio greater
unity, suggesting that
We
estimatedvolume
the residual
at 443 and 354 cm!1
ajority of the total crystalline
polymorph
is Si- strain in the high-pressure
have a Si-XII/Si-III rat
crystalline polymorphs by measuring the position of the Sithe majority of the tota
III peak around 443 cm!1 and the Si-XII peak around 354
!1
JOURNAL
OF APPLIED
PHYSICS 110,
053524
selected
because
they
are(2011)
the most
cm (these peaks were
XII.29
patial distribution of silicon polymorphs
clearly pronounced Raman modes of their respective phases
Pressure-induced phase transformations during femtosecond-laser
(Fig.
1(b))).
Though ofsmall
variations (1 to 2 cm!1) exist
ext, we investigated
the
spatial
distribution
silicon
doping of silicon
B. Spatial distributio
among
the 20
spectra
recorded
at
different
positions
on
each
orphs using TEM to gain
insight
into
the
polymorph
Matthew J. Smith,1 Yu-Ting Lin,2 Meng-Ju Sher,3 Mark T. Winkler,3 Eric Mazur,2,3
1,a)
Next, we investiga
tion process and the pressure
during
and Silvijaprofiles
Gradečakinduced
1
Department of Materials Science and Engineering, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, polymorphs using TEM
er irradiation. The general
structure of the N2:Si and
Massachusetts 02139, USA
School and
of Engineering
Applied Sciences, Harvard
surface spikes (Figs. 232(a)
2(b), and
respectively)
is University, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138, USA formation process and
Department of Physics,30
Harvard University, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138, USA
fs-laser irradiation. Th
tent with our previous investigations. Irradiation in
(Received 15 June 2011; accepted 5 August 2011; published online 15 September 2011)
SF6:Si surface spikes
2:Si) produces a 300 to 500 nm thick surface layer
Silicon hyperdoped with chalcogens via femtosecond-laser irradiation exhibits unique near-unity
2(a)), formed through laser-induced
melting
and resoliconsistent with our pre
sub-bandgap absorptance
extending
into the infrared region. The intense light-matter interactions
that occur during
femtosecond-laser
ion (melt depth). A disordered
surface
layer withdoping
1% produce pressure waves sufficient to induce phase
N2 (N2:Si) produces a
transformations in silicon, resulting in the formation of metastable polymorphic phases, but their
(Fig. 2(a)), formed thro
exact formation mechanism and influence on the doping process are still unknown. We report direct
observations of these phases, describe their formation and distribution, and consider their potential
dification (melt depth).

3.3. High Pressure Polymorphs in Black Si:
Mazur/Gradecak

impact on sub-bandgap absorptance. Specifically, the transformation from diamond cubic Si-I to
pressure-induced polymorphic crystal structures (amorphous Si, Si-XII, and Si-III) during
femtosecond-laser irradiation was investigated using scanning electron microscopy, Raman spectroscopy, and transmission electron microscopy. Amorphous Si, Si-XII, and Si-III were found to
form in femtosecond-laser doped silicon regardless of the presence of a gaseous or thin-film dopant
precursor. The rate of pressure loading and unloading induced by femtosecond-laser irradiation
kinetically limits the formation of pressure-induced phases, producing regions of amorphous Si 20
to 200 nm in size and nanocrystals of Si-XII and Si-III. The surface texturing that occurs during
femtosecond-laser irradiation produces inhomogeneous pressure distributions across the surface
and causes delayed development of high-pressure silicon polymorphs over many laser pulses.
Finally, we find that the polymorph phases disappear during annealing more rapidly than the subhs showing the surface morphol-bandgap absorptance decreases, enabling us to decouple these two processes through postC 2011 American Institute of Physics. [doi:10.1063/1.3633528]
treatment annealing. V

direction and polarization were
man spectra of SF6:Si, Se:Si, and

FIG. 2. (Color online) Cross-sectional BF-TEM images of N2:Si (a) and
SF6:Si (b). SAD patterns from the regions highlighted by the dashed circles
7
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3.3. High Pressure Polymorphs in Black Si
J. Appl. Phys. 110, 053524 (2011)

1. The presence of BC8/Si-III phase
confirmed by Raman scattering
2. In some samples, when BC8/Si-III
phase is annealed away, subgap
absorptance is greatly reduced
Alternative explanations focus on
defect sites
To shed further light, we have
synthesized Ge ST12 NPs, presently
fabricating PV cells
25	


4. Charge Separation and Extraction:
4.1. Si NP in ZnS
1. Create ZnS matrix with 512 atoms
2. Replace 35-172 Zn/S atoms
with Si atoms
3. Calculate energy
4. Calculate forces on ions
5. Relax structure with Qbox Molecular
Dynamics at T(anneal) up to 1,000K
FIG. 2. (color online). Sulfur shell formation on the surface
1. Observed formation of S shell around
NP
of a Si NP. The S atoms within this shell are 3-fold coordi35

nated, featuring one Si-S bond and two S-Zn bonds, resulting
in the formation of S lone pairs, which are involved in the
HOMO (blue isodensity plot) and near-HOMO states.

2. Determined S stoichiometry optimal for clean gap

was used
The result
NPs, sulp
free, essen
This phys
detailed a
To proc
the entire
density of
Si123 NP
observatio
phur shell
the NP, S
spatial re
sphere th
a shell wi
and a sec
S atoms o
the simula
jected ont
the ions in
each elect
termined
the atomi
interval a

Wippermann, Voros, Gali, Gygi, Zimanyi, Galli Phys. Rev. Lett. 112, accepted (2014)
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Before proceeding with the analysis of the entire system, we discuss a remarkable interface e↵ect. During annealing the Si NP drew S atoms from the matrix, leading
to the formation of a sulfur shell on the surface of the Si-

EDOSr

The pro

bulk slabs into the type II interface of the Si-NP/a-ZnS
nanocomposite.
further
insight,
weforemployed
methodology
y To
of gain
to values
that are
desirable
solar energythe
conversion.
(ii) Using
non-stoichiometric
it isthe
possible
described
in Refs.
22 and 23host
to matrices
compute
spatial deto design type II matrix-particle
heterojunctions.
(iii)
4.2.
Band
Alignment
pendence
theedges
VBM
andhetero-junctions
CBM energy
(3)
Theof
band
of these
are values
localized as
in a funcion of di↵erent
the radial
distance
from the NP
portions
of the nanocomposite:
the center.
CBM is onDefining
the NP,
while
the VBM
in the host
ngleradial
he
local
density
ofisstates
as matrix, providing
the desired
spatial varying
separationDOS
between
electron
Spatially
and
gap and hole
here
X
states and possibly facilitating
their extraction. Work is
This
D(✏, r) = 2
| n (r)|2 (r) (✏ ✏n )
(3)
val-

Given the tendency of L

n

✏, r)d✏.
where
| n (r)|2 (r) denotes the density of the n-th Interface:
single
(4)
particle
wave function averaged on a surface of a sphere
Bulk: type I
CBM
centered
at the nanoparticle center) with radius r. This
tion
NP in matrix: changes
allows
the determination of the band edge energy values
CBM
to type II
the
as a function of r:
NP
Ztype
Z CBM(r)
Z EF
EF
note
D(✏, r)d✏ =
D(✏, r)d✏ =
D(✏, r)d✏.

well
VBM(r)
EF
1
radThis
(4)is favorable for
n be
Fig. 4 shows the energy values of the VBM and charge
CBM separation
We
plotof
the Si123 NP embedded in the a-ZnS, as a function of
Fig.
FIG. 4. (color online). Band
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he
radial
distance
from
the
NP
center.
The
CBM
outce is
energy curves are for the HOM

ide the NP is clearly higher relative to the CBM inside
FIG. 4.
(color online). Band o↵sets between the vaiples
he NPlence
by band
about
0.3eV.
Moreover,
theband
VBM
outside the
maximum
(VBM)
and conduction
minimum

sing

are for the LUMO (CBM) wit
The NP/ZnS interface is locat

mation on the surface
hell are 3-fold coordiS-Zn bonds, resulting
h are involved in the
HOMO states.

the simulation volume. Each electronic state j was projected onto atomic orbitals i centered at the positions of
the ions in the above three regions. The contribution of
each electronic state to each region’s EDOS(E) was determined4.3.
as the sum
of the projections
of the state ( ) to
Projected
DOS
the atomic orbitals ( ) in that region, in a narrow energy
interval around E:

Projected states to atomic orbitals to determine character of states
X X

2

EDOSregion (E) =
|h i | j i| (Ej E) (2)
is of the entire sysj i2region
e e↵ect. During anthe matrix, leading
The projected density of states are shown in Fig. 3a,
he surface of the Siwhere energy intervals of 0.1 eV were used.
hin this sulfur shell
The Figure clearly shows that the states at the bottom
posed to the 4-fold
of the conduction band (CB) are dominantly localized
ulk ZnS, each of the
inside the nanoparticle. The first conduction states that
contributed 0.5 e
reach into the matrix are located well above the conducms contributed 1 e
tion band minimum (CBM). Furthermore, the states at
toms of the sulphur
the top of the valence band (VB) are dominantly localS-Zn bonds, leaving
ized outside the nanoparticle.
Plotting the ampliof the valence band
Figs. 3b and 3c show isodensity plots of the valence
m the HOMO states
and conduction states, integrated over a 0.5 eV energy ine pairs. (cf. Fig. 2)
terval at the respective band edge. These figures reinforce
phur shell and their
our physical picture of the electronic conduction states
28	

understanding the
at the CBM being localized inside the NP. Further, the
ZnS nanocomposite.
hole states at the VBM that were dominantly localized
FIG. 3. (color online). (a) Electronic density of states of a Si123 nanoparticle e
in the S-shell for the previously considereed small NP are
rmation of the sul-

4.4. Transcending QCD impeding transport:
Complementary Charge Transport Channels
4
Holes localized in host

Electrons localized in NPs

Hole transport in host

Electron transport: NP->NP

channels
are
tions to the totalComplementary
EDOS divided intocharge
matrix,transport
interface and
NP states
at formed
the example of
ocal density of (b) valence and (c) conduction states, integrated over an interval of 0.5
Quantum Confinement impeding transport: transcended
by complementary channels reducing recombination
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4.5. Towards Atomic Layer Deposition of ZnS
on Ge films
Carter Lab:

!
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Summary
Multiple Exciton Generation is a promising solar paradigm
Quantum Confinement Dilemma: QC enhances Coulomb/MEG, but
enhances the gap and makes charge extraction harder

Transcending QCD is possible:
1. Surface reconstruction of NPs: decreases gap, preserves MEG
2. Shape engineering of NPs (from dots to rods): decreases gap,
increases number of allowed transitions
3. Exotic core phase NPs: decreases gap, increases Coulomb/MEG
4. Embedding NPs in host matrix: interface changes type I -> type II:
complementary charge transport channels form, reduce recombination

Theory Infrastructure

Structure

-

One particle
energies

Optical
absorption

Multiple
Exciton
Generation

Si and Ge nanoparticles
Hydrogen terminated surfaces
Sizes: up to Si220H144 (~d=2.0nm)
Up to 1.3nm vacuum around nanoparticle
Energy of nanoparticle for an ion structure calculated in LDA
Forces on ions calculated
Ion structure relaxed by Qbox Molecular Dynamics
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Theory Infrastructure

Structure

-

One particle
energies

Optical
absorption

Multiple
Exciton
Generation

LDA
Norm-conserving pseudopotentials, e.g. PBE
35 Ry (Si) – 80 Ry (Ge) cutoff
Quantum Espresso package
Quasi particle energies: GW
- project to occupied states
- avoid inversion of dielectric matrices (Galli)
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Theory Infrastructure

Structure

-

One particle
energies

Optical
absorption

Multiple
Exciton
Generation

TDDFT
LDA for states
Dielectric matrix ε(k,k’,ω) in Random Phase Approximation (RPA)
Liouville-Lanczos approach:
- frequency dependence of ε from continued fractions
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Theory Infrastructure

Structure

One particle
energies

Optical
absorption

Multiple
Exciton
Generation

- Exciton states: Slater determinants,
built form DFT orbitals
- Transition rate: Fermi Golden rule

- W in RPA approximation
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